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Abstract: This project deals with style and fabrication of 

“multi input jack system” with the assistance of 

hydraulic and pneumatic system. A jack may be a device 

that elevate significant instrumentally. The hydraulic and 

pneumatic jacks are accessible within the market on an 

individual basis. we tend to build the hydraulic and 

pneumatic each are combined jack it which is able to 

elevate the vehicle with none manual effort. 
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I- INTRODUCTION 

Modification to be created in system of the jack 

out there is more one system. Plane a thought a 

concept a plan an inspiration is generated that there 

will be a mix of assorted system in one together jack 

that is the explanation we will place fourth idea of 

hydraulic and pneumatic jack. A jack may be 

machine used as a device to elevate significant 

masses or to use nice force, a mechanical jack 

employs a thread for lifting significant masses or 

equipment. Our multi input jack system it works on 

hydraulic moreover as pneumatic power conjointly.  

 

A. PNEUMATIC SYSTEM 

The “pneumatic” is a greek word and it means that 

wind. Air could be branch of engineering that creates 

of pressurised air. Pneumatic technology deals with 

the study of behaviour and application of compressed 

air in our life style generally and producing 

automation above all. Pneumatic system use air 

because the medium that is extravagantly on the 

market and may be exhausted into the atmosphere 

when completion of the appointed task.   

B. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

Hydraulic system square measure the ability sending 

collection using controlled fluid to transmit energy 

from associate in nursing energy generating supply to 

the applying space. The energy conversion hydraulic 

system square measure the ability sending collection 

using controlled fluid to transmit energy from 

associate in nursing energy generating supply to the 

applying space. The energy conversion energy to 

hydraulic energy by pump. The mechanism square 

measure in the main used for precise management of 

larger forces. The high magnitude controlled force 

can even be applied by exploitation these systems. 

This type of self-enclosed fluid based mostly system 

exploitation controlled incompressible liquid as 

transmission media square measure known as 

mechanism. The mechanism works on the principle 

of pascal’s law that says that the pressure in an 

indoor fluid is uniform all told the direction. 

II- OBJECTIVES 

 Use of two powers i.e. hydraulic & pneumatic 

in a single system (actuator). 

 Innovation in the system of actuators. 

 Explaining the fabrication process of hydraulic 

& pneumatic jack.  

 Information about capacity generated by 

combination of hydraulic and pneumatic power 

in single actuator. 

 

III- METHODOLOGY 

The jack can work effectively with mechanism and it 

will because the same because the absolutely 

hydraulic jack works. The jack system have two 

inputs within the system it is hydraulic further more 

as gases, we will use our jack on each alternately. We 

will use anybody either hydraulic or gas for a use .the 

gas is   victimisation propellant for lifting the 

jack; we tend to place the input of the gas system 

at very cheap of the jack system. It will carry up to a 

hundred and one hundred fifty kilo. 
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IV- CONSTRUCTION 

 

The following components are used to construct the 

system. 

A. Filter 

The hydraulic fluid is unbroken clean within 

the system with the assistance of filters and strainers. 

It removes minute particles from the fluid, which 

may cause block of the orifices of servo-valves or 

cause electronic jamming of spools. 

B. Fittings 

Various extra parts area unit required to hitch pipe or 

tube sections, produce bends and conjointly to 

forestall internal and external run in run in hydraulic 

systems. Though some quantity of internal run is 

constitutional, to produce lubrication, excessive 

internal run causes loss of pump power since air 

mass fluid returns to the tank, while not doing helpful 

work. 

C. Hydraulic Pump 

The combined pumping and driving driving motor 

unit is thought as pump. The pump takes hydraulic 

fluid from the tank and delivers it to the remainder of 

the hydraulic circuit. 

 
Fig.1. Hydraulic pump 

 

D. Hydraulic Cylinder 

 

A Hydraulic cylinder is a mechanical actuator that is 

used to give a unidirectional force through a 

unidirectional stroke.  

 

 

Fig.2. Hydraulic Cylinder 

E. Pneumatic Cylinder 

Pneumatic actuators are mechanical device that use 

compressed air acting on a piston inside a cylinder to 

move a load along a linear path. 

 

Fig.3. Pneumatic Cylinder 

F. Check Valve 

A clack valve, non-return valve or one-way valve is a 

valve that normally allows fluid (liquid or gas) to flow 

through it in only one direction. 

G. Pressure Gauge 

Pressure gauges area unit sometimes fitted with the 

regulators. that the atmospheric 

pressure adjusted within the regulator is 

indicated within the pressure gage, is that the line 

pressure of the air taken to the cylinder. 

H. Air Compressor 

An compressor could be a device that converts power 

(using an electrical motor, diesel or internal-

combustion engine, etc.) into P.E. hold 

on in controlled air (i.e., compressed air). By one 

among many ways, Associate in Nursing 

compressor forces a lot of and a lot of air into 

a vessel, increasing the pressure. 
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Fig.4. Air Compressor  

IV- WORKING 

The hydraulic and pneumatic jack operation is shown. 

The hydraulic and pneumatic jack primarily works as a 

hybrid mechanism. The hydraulic and pneumatic jack 

carries with it hydraulic cylinder within that one piston is 

fitted and this whole cylinder of mechanism works as a 

piston for pneumatic system within pneumatic cylinder. 

Hydraulic cylinder get their power from control 

hydraulic fluid that is usually oil.the hydraulic cylinder 

consists of a cylinder barrier,the piston has slippy rings 

and seals.    

V- ADVANTAGES 

 Power transmission efficiency improves. 

 Fatigue on rider reduces. 

 Gear train effectiveness improves up to 1.5-2.0 

times of conventional vehicle. 

 Load carrying capacity increase. 

 Generation of noise and friction is minimized. 

 It is eco-friendly. 
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